Writer’s Workbench
Writer’s Workbench
Analyses

WWB’s Assessment Module helps
TRACK WRITING IMPROVEMENT.

Assessment Statistics

 Twenty one computer-quantifiable statistics can be logged to a data
file on your network.

Guides writers to use appropriate
analyses to improve their writing

Content
1.1 Organization & Development
1.2 Focus - Diversity of
Content Vocabulary
1.3 Vague & Abstract Vocabulary

Characteristics
2.1 Style Statistics
2.2 Style Statistics with Support

Verbs
3.1 To Be
3.2 Helping Verbs
3.3 Tense Shift and Modals

Clarity
4.1 This, These, Those
4.2 Self and Personal Pronouns
4.3 Singular Indefinite Pronouns
4.4 Plural Pronoun Reference
4.5 Adjective Clauses
4.6 Misplaced or Dangling
Modifiers
4.7 Parallelism

Words
5.1 Diction Alerts
5.2 Words to Check
5.3 Negative Words
5.4 Split Infinitives and
Article Errors
5.5 Transitions

Punctuation
6.1 Introductory Elements
6.2 Pairs and Series
6.3 Comma, Semicolon, Colon
6.4 Possible Fragments and
Long Sentences
6.5 Unbalanced or Misplaced
Punctuation and Capitalization
Independent Review: A proverb
summarizes our reaction to WWB:
"Give a man a fish; you have fed
him for today. Teach a man to fish;
and you have fed him for a
lifetime."

WWB will help you help your students
heighten their writing skills.
 Twenty-six analyses provide feedback covering content, style
characteristics, verbs, clarity, words, and punctuation, all designed
to support the instructor’s course objectives and daily plans.

WWB helps students become more skilled in
creating, revising, and editing their
compositions before “they turn them in.”
 Instructional prefaces with bold-faced statistics that accompany
each analysis provide an immediate resource for students as they
use each analysis as a guide for improving their writing projects.

WWB helps students understand the
structure of sentences, accepted grammar
and word usage, and appropriate punctuation and helps them correct their own
mechanical errors.
WWB heightens –
 The writing skills of students in high school,

college, and graduate levels
 The ACT and SAT scores of high school students
 The writing percentile rankings of schools using WWB

WWB offers –
 Inexpensive implementation
 Free ongoing professional development
 Installation on virtually all Windows based systems with
Microsoft® Word
 Free and unlimited technical (remote control) support

FREE TRIAL PROGRAM
 Complete implementation for instructors and writing labs
 Free professional development training seminar included

www.writersworkbench.com
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